The assertion of Theorem 3 is illustrated in the figure: A closed set S containing three noncollinear points is the boundary of a convex set if and only if, for any noncollinear points JC, y, z E 5, firstly, each of the six closed areas with strong hatching (the dotted lines are medians in triangle xyz) contains points from S other than JC, y, z, and secondly, the interior of triangle xyz contains no points from S. Instead of the second condition we might have required that the interior of each of the three weakly hatched angles contained no points from S.
V JC, y, z E S: S Π int conv{jc, y, z} = 0 // and ott/y // 5 (5 e/fΛer a subset of the boundary of a convex set, or an X-set, that is a set {JC,, X 2 , X 3 , JC 4 , X5} wίίΛ ]*i,x 2 [ n]x 3 ,*4[ = Us}-Proof. The "if" statement is obvious. To prove the "only if" statement, assume ( §) and S^bdconvS. There are noncollinear p, w, JC E 5 with p E int conv 5. Let V denote the complement of H(p,jc; w) UH(p, w x) . Then S ΠV = 0by ( §). Since p E int conv 5, there is an open half-plane H with p E bd H, V C H such that there are y, z E 5 Π H with y E i/(p, w JC), Z E //(p, JC w). By ( §) we see that pE]jc, z[, pE]w, y[ and that S cannot contain more points than p, w, x, y, z. Thus S is an X-set. THEOREM 
A connected set S is a convex curve if and only if ( §).
Proof. Since an X-set is not connected, the assertion follows by the proposition. Proof Suppose S is a connected set fulfilling ( §'), but not being a convex curve. By Theorem 1 there are H>, x, y, z E S with w E int conv{x, y, z}. Let the points r and t be determined by r£ [x,y] , w£ [r,z] and f E[y, z], wE [x,t] Proof. First we shall prove the "only if" statement. Suppose S = bd C where C is a closed convex set. Then ( §) is obvious. To prove (*), let x, y, z E S be noncollinear. Letting V denote the complement of H(x y z;y)Uίf(y, z x), we have CΠV = 0. Let rEV. Now x0zEC and r^C so 5 Π[x0z,r] ^0, whence SΠ V(*,y,z)^0.
Next we shall prove the "if" statement. Observing that (*) implies that S is not an X-set and using ( §) we get 5 C bd conv 5 by Proposition 2. Assume a E (bd conv 5)\S.
Let H be a closed half-plane with a E bd H, S CH. There is a point in S Π bd H, and hence a point x E bd H fulfilling 5 Π [x, a] = {x}, for assume S Π bd /ί = 0, and let (x n ) be a sequence in S such that the distance from x n+x to /f is less than half of the distance from x π to JFί. . We may assume that all the x n9 n ^ 2 are in the same open half-plane K with x,, a EbdK In addition, consider a half-plane N with x 2 E bd N, 5 C N. Then it is seen that (x n ) has an accumulationpoint lying in bd H, a contradiction.
There are y, z E 5 such that yEint/f, z£ JF/(X, y a), for the assumption i GS, a E]x,v[ would contradict (*). Choose p E 5 Π V(z,x, y) and let M denote the closed half-plane with x 0y EbdM,
MCH.
Now p GMΠintff(jc,y;z) since SίlL(x,y) = {xj}. Choose q G S Π V(y, P, *), then g G H \int(ί/(y, α x) U M).
Consider a closed half-plane R with q G bd R, S C1?, and consider all the half-planes Γ such that aET and bd (
4) S is the union of three linear elements P, Q, R with a common endpoint contained in S and intconv(P U Q U R).
Proof. Suppose S is a connected set fulfilling (**), but none of the four conditions.
We have int S = 0 since otherwise (1) were true. By Theorem 1 and non (2) there are points a,b,c,d£ίS with d G int conv{α, b, c}. An argument resembling the one in Theorem 2 shows that one of the segments [a, d] , [b, d] 
